particles be translocated across the cell membrane ral particles (SVP) containing 20 VP2 trimers, whereas without disassembling during entry-or undergoing expression of pVP2 by itself leads to irregular assemonly partial disassembly.
blies (Caston et al., 2001). Among the Reoviridae family, orthoreoviruses use
The available structural data thus shows that dsRNA their T = 13 layer for interactions with the cell memand +sRNA icosahedral viruses each have their own brane during entry, partially disassembling to release characteristic capsid architectures, suggesting that transcriptionally active core particles into the cytothey belong to separate viral lineages. Among dsRNA plasm (Nibert and Schiff, 2001 ). Rotaviruses and orbiviviruses, it has been proposed that the single-layered ruses (also members of the Reoviridae family) have a totiviruses may have lost the outer layers during evoluthird icosahedral protein layer that is used for specific tion and thus have become strictly intracellular. Simiinteractions with the host, resulting in the release of larly, the Birnaviridae may have lost the characteristic double-layered particles across the cell membrane into internal capsid during evolution from a Reoviridae-like the cytoplasm (Estes, 2001; Roy, 2001 ). Totiviruses, ancestor and concominantly adapted the T = 13 protein which lack the additional shells, are special because to make a tightly sealed shell. Alternatively, the comthey are not capable of infecting other cells and are plex Reoviridae and Cystoviridae may have arisen by thus only transmitted vertically, exclusively during cell combination of gene segments from simpler viruses, division.
like the single-layered toti-and birnaviruses. The reIn addition, low-resolution electron microscopy (EM) sults presented in this manuscript are in support of this studies of the dsRNA bacteriophage phi-6 (family Cyssecond view. Indeed, we show that the birnavirus coat toviridae) suggested the presence of an internal capsid protein, VP2, has the same jelly roll fold and an arrangewith the characteristic arrangement of 60 asymmetric ment typical of +sRNA viruses, with an inserted domain dimers surrounded by a T = 13 protein layer, which is that is homologous to that of the projecting domain of in turn enclosed within a lipid bilayer containing several the T = 13 protein of the Reoviridae. Our results provide other proteins (Butcher et al., 1997). The similar ardirect evidence for close relations between the capsid rangement of Cysto-, Reo-, and Totiviridae has led to proteins of +sRNA viruses and those of dsRNA viruses, the assignment of a putative single viral lineage encomrevealing a clear structural relationship between viruses passing these three families of dsRNA viruses (Bamford of these two lineages.
et al., 2002). EM studies of IBDV virions have shown that they lack Results the characteristic inner capsid present in all the other dsRNA viruses (Bottcher et al., 1997). The T = 13 icosa-
The VP2 Trimer hedral surface of the birnavirus particle features triThe details of the crystals and the structure determinameric projections similar to those of the second layer tion are provided in Experimental Procedures. The VP2 of the Reoviridae, but the lattice is not fenestrated, sugsubunit is folded into three distinct domains disposed gesting that the coat protein has a domain responsible radially in the SVP. They are labeled base (B), shell (S), for sealing the interior of the virus in addition to the and projection (P), as indicated in Figure 1 . The seprojecting domain. Like all the other dsRNA viruses, quence alignment shows that domains S and B are relabirnavirus particles have been shown to become trantively well conserved but that domain P is more variscriptionally active in the presence of nucleotides (Coable. The S domain is central to the organization of the hen, 1975; Spies et al., 1987), extruding nonpolyadenymolecule, with domain P inserted in a loop between lated mRNAs through pores in the capsid. It is presently two S domain β strands and domain B formed by α not known if these mRNAs are capped. The single-layhelices from N-and C-terminal extensions of the polyered capsid architecture raises important questions peptide chain, as shown color-coded in the ribbons and concerning the particle translocation across the cell topology diagrams. Both domains S and P are β barrels membrane for transcription.
with the jelly roll topology, oriented such that the β The birnavirus genome is composed of two segstrands are tangential and radial, respectively, to the ments, one of them coding for the viral polymerase VP1 spherical particle. The S BIDG β sheet (S domain) faces (which is covalently attached in the virion to the genodomain B, and the corresponding P BIDG sheet (in domic RNA segments), and the other for the polyprotein main P) is involved in inter subunit contacts in the triprecursor pVP2-VP4-VP3 and for a separate small promer. Domain S has a wedge-like shape similar to jellytein, VP5, of unknown function. VP4 is a protease that roll domains observed in capsid proteins from +sRNA cleaves its own N and C termini in the polyprotein, thus viruses. It has an additional β hairpin, C#C$, making the also releasing pVP2 and VP3 within the infected cell outward facing β sheet six-stranded, (S C$C#CHEF ). surrounding a central I3 trimer), resulting in a closed particle with a markedly polyhedral shape. Groups of four (G4) VP2 trimers ( Figure 4A ) associate roughly in a plane to make a bigger equilateral triangle Two Alternative Conformations of the S DE Loop VP2 remains essentially unchanged in the virion with (labeled "G4 triangle") to cover four times the area of a VP2 trimer. In the T = 13 lattice, VP2 trimers lying on respect to the observed conformation in the SVP. The only visible differences at 7 Å resolution are in the S DE the I3 axes, termed "I3 trimers," bridge three G4 triangles to make the 20 flat faces of the icosahedral particle loop and in helices α1 and α3 of domain B. There is density for additional ordered amino acids at the VP2 ( Figure 4D ). The contacts between VP2 trimers within a G4 triangle, as well as those made by the I3 trimer, are N-and C termini (Table 1 and a R F and CC are the R factor and correlation coefficients (respectively) between calculated (F c ) and observed (F o ) structure factor amplitudes, and R I the R factor between calculated and observed intensities. b The free set contained 3% of the reflections and was selected using all reflections within thin resolution shells to avoid bias from ncs and twin-operator relations between reflections from the same shell. c The F c used for these R factor and correlation coefficient was calculated from the 60-fold averaged ED map. d All chains were considered identical in the crystallographic asymmetric unit, obtained by averaging 20 times about ncs axes. e Thirteen independent subunits were considered, distributed in five different trimers labeled a-e ( Figure 4A ). Only one subunit in trimer e is independent, since this trimer lies on the I3 axis. Chain B in trimer a is also unique because it projects toward the I5 axis, all the other subunits projecting toward Q6 axes.
Figure 5B). These two conformations intercalate and by domains that are homologous to the coat proteins of both +sRNA and dsRNA viruses. These two viral linform two sets of pseudo-3-fold contacts about the Q6 axes at different radii (inner for D and outer for U, Figure  eages have each their own characteristic icosahedral architecture, and this is the first time that a structural 5D), resulting in a tighter seal than at the I5 axes. relationship between them is established. The observed homology to the T = 13 protein of the Reoviridae Discussion could have been anticipated, since the EM reconstructions show similar trimeric projections at low resolution, The most important discovery stemming from these structures is that the birnavirus coat protein is formed and the triangulation of the surface lattice is the same. 
Organization of the Virus Capsid
How is the T = 13 layer formed? VP2 spontaneously forms small SVPs, suggesting that the reason for late maturation is to avoid such premature assembly during particle morphogenesis. Furthermore, it has been ex- is made exclusively by VP2, in contrast to a previous interpretation at lower resolution (Bottcher et al., 1997). This is in spite of the fact that VP3 is definitely present Additional information provided by the IBDV structure is that, contrary to a previous report (Ozel and Gelderin the crystals in a VP2/VP3 ratio of roughly 1:1, as analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie blue staining (data blom, 1985), the hand of the birnavirus surface lattice is the same as the T = 13 laevo lattice of the Reoviridae. not shown). The only additional density observed after extensive 60-fold averaging, using a solid-angle mask This finding establishes an additional level of similarity between these two virus families, suggesting conservaincluding the interior of the particle (see Experimental Procedures), could be interpreted in terms of the Ntion of the overall pattern of contacts between trimers at the particle surface. In contrast, the homology to the and C-terminal ends of VP2, which are disordered in the SVP. However, caution is required here, since, at noda-and tetraviruses was unexpected and raises important questions about their possible evolutionary 7 Å resolution, it is not possible to completely rule out that part of the extra density is due to the small seglinks with birnaviruses. Interestingly, it has been shown that certain T = 3 fish nodaviruses have a coat protein ments of other polypeptides (to the pVP2-derived peptides or even to VP3). Notwithstanding, this observation in which an inserted domain forms trimeric projections (Tang et al., 2002) very similar to those of birnavirus means either that VP3 is not organized or that it is arranged differently within the virion. This second al-VP2. It is now important to obtain more detailed information on the fold of their coat protein, since it would ternative is consistent with previous reports on IPNV describing thread-like ribonucleoprotein complexes provide valuable information to understand the links between the two families.
containing VP3 abilities-may play the same role during entry, espeThe structure of the IBDV SVP was determined by molecular recially since it is the only protein available at the viral placement (MR), using AMoRe (Navaza, 1994) to place the IPNV surface for the relevant interactions with the host. In 3.8 Å map into crystal form II (see Table 1 ). Twenty-fold ncs averaging with program RAVE (Jones, 1992) was used for phase extension addition, a role during entry could explain the paradoxi- 
